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CHAPTEH I
INTRODUCTION
Pui^ose of the Stiid3?^«—‘Observation during ten years of teaching
in schools of Elementaiy, Secondary and College level, together with ex¬
tensive reading, has led the writer to conclude that the materials which
are included in Home Economics in the elementary schools lack (l) organiza¬
tions (2) specific objectives; (3) subject matter which is progressive and
sequential, and (4) subject matter "vdiich is suited to the age and grade
level of the pupils. Such observations have led the writer to decide to
make this study in order to find out the existing conditions in the schools
of East Baton Rouge Parish, Louisiana.
The problem then resolves itself into an attempt to; (l) investi¬
gate the subject matter and projects I’diich are being taught in six schools
of East Baton Rouge Parish; (2) make an analysis of the Home Economics
course content.
Method of Procedure.—There are twenty-four rxiral schools in
East Baton Rouge Parish. These schools represent six different types,
namely; one-teacher type to six-teacher tj'pe inclusively. The writer
selected from each group the school "vihich was considered the best of its
type as evidenced by its educational results.
Two questionnaires^ were designed by the writer; one was for
the Supervisor of these schools; the other one was for the Principal of
each school. Personal visits were also made to these schools. The ques¬
tionnaires were sent and all the recipients responded.
^See Appendix, pages 41-46,
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Exception may be taken to the small number of schools chosen as
the basis for the study but the experience of other investigators has led
to the conclusion that the returns from a comparatively small number of
well chosen samples, represent the common procedure or practice of the
entire group.
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Leland Prac- Four-teacher 7-8 40 15-20
tise School
Scotlandville Six-teacher 5-6-7 96 17-20
Foreman Two-teacher 1-7 26 14-18
Comicopia One-teacher 1-7 90 7-17
Zackery Five-teacher 7-8 51 14-18
Dixie Three-teacher 5-6-7-8 60 14-18
Literature Reviewed.—Observations, from a number of studies
reviewed, show that the survey method has been extensively used for the
purpose of studying the existing conditions of education in general, or
in some particular line of iwork, with the intention of bettering them.
Literature reviewed showed also that in some cases the survey has covered
the whole country; in others it has been confined to a city, a state, or
a commimity. An example of each will appear in this section of this
study.
The first general survey including Home Economics that the writer
found was that made by Leonard V. Koos^ and published in 1917, in monograph
^Leonard V. Koos, The Administration of Secondary School Units (Univer¬
sity of Chicago,* 1917), p. 325. "
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form by bhe UniTersity of Chicago. This "was an investigation into the
status of teaching almost all subjects appearing in the secondary school
program. It contains a chapter on vocational subjects iivhich includes
Home Economics. The study covers statements of aims, content of courses,
methods of teaching, and correlation with other subjects. The extent of
offeringsin years were found to range from one to eight years. The most
common practices were one, tirro and four years. The most common constituent
of the first courses in Home Economics is plain cooking and in the second
yean this gives way to fancy cooking, dietaries, meal planning and home
management.
Another sujrvey of Horae Economics in American schools urns made
by Bo-sman, Knapp, Trilling and tfilliams^ under the direction of Dr. Harold
C. Rugg. This survey was made through a study of existing courses of study,
analysis of textbooks, and a thorough canvass of literature in search of
aims and objectives. The summary of the facts revealed is as follows:
(1) there is little evidence of a sequentially arranged curriculum in the
public schools; (2) teaching emphasis is placed on information and technique
(3) there are few tests or scales with vhich to measure achievement or
progress; (4) there is no definite program for curriculum making. In ad¬
dition to the results of the survey, the report sets forth the preliminaiy
organization of tests in measuring skills in machine sewing, content end
reasoning tests in textiles and clothing, and suggestive program for the
reconstruction of the curriculum in Home Economics.
A state survey of the teaching of Home Economics in the public
2schools of California was made by Morgan. The specific purpose of this
^L. F. Bo-vTOian, C. B. Knapp, Mable B. Trilling, and Florence Tiilliams,
Home Economics in American Schools (University of Chicago), Vol. II, p. 578.
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Agnes Fay Morgan, ”A Survey of the Teaching of Home Economics in the
Public Schools of California," School Review,(October, 1924), p. 48.
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siarvey -was (a) to determine the type of teachers giving instruction in
these schools; (b) the type and nimiber of coxirses offered \jnder the name
1 ‘
of Home Economics. The questionnaire method was used and the returns
showed that sixty-eight per cent of the schools represented offered some
instruction in sewing in the upper grades of the elementary schools, and
fifty-two per cent offered work in foods.
According to the newer trends in Home Economics Horton and
'Horton^ found these to be the most common:
In the first six grades there is a tendency to combine all work
related to materials—home economics, manual arts, and fine arts--
into one subject called industrial arts. This is usually taught
by the regular grade teacher.
The tendency in the past has been to emphasize technical instruc¬
tion as an end in itself. Kow the objective is to enable the
pupils to 'lead more effective lives and to see themselves as mem¬
bers of a group with definite social and economic responsibilities.
Units in personal and family relationship and child development
are found in most of the progressive cotirses. There is a growing
recognition of the fact that family living depends upon personal
interrelationships as well as upon material needs of life.
Effort is being made to secure better adjustments between parents
and children and among children themselves by developing right
attitudes towards the use of leisure, health, social usages and
relations, appreciation of beauty, use of money, and community
affairs.
Consumer education in emphasizing programs of training in buying
include use of labels and standards, imbiased technical information,
illustrations of unscrupulous advertising, and how to get the most
for one’s money.
Many courses seek to adapt home econcmics instruction to the needs
of the girls as home members at various ages, rather than to pre¬
pare all girls directly for a future vocation of home-making.
The \mit organization of course of study is now generally followed.
Home projects are included as'a part of many Home Economics programs.
Horton and Horton, Foundation of Curriculum Building (Hew York, 1031),
pp. 540-41.
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Home Economics cottages said unit kitchen arrangements of food
laboratories represent changes in standards for room and equip¬
ment.
Local needs and community assets are usually determined either
by means of surveys and questionnaires or informally, as one
basis for the selection of curriculum content.
A most comprehensive study in Home Economics alone vras made by
Spafford^ to secure information on how school men look at Home Economics.
Eight hundred forty-eight persons from the general field of Education
were asked their opinions concerning, first, who should take Home Economicsj
second, the value of Home Economics for general education for both boys
and girls at the different levels; third, the place of Home Economics in
the educational program of the future; and fourth, the strong and weak
points of Home Economics as now offered. The information on the first
two points was secured by a check list. Data were secured on the last
two points through written comments alone.
The persons to vhom the questionnaires were sent occupied posi¬
tions in private and public schools, in co-educational and girls’ schools,
in liberal arts colleges, land-grant colleges and in state and city uni¬










A rather general notion prevails among Home Economics teachers
that people in other fields see less educational value in Home Economics
^Ivol D. Spafford, A Functioning Program in Home Economics (Hew York,
1940), p. 21.
than in other subjects. The ret\ims showed that ten per cent of these
persons think Home Economics has less value than other subjects. Several
said that its value depended upon the way it was taught, Kriiich, they
stated, is true of any field. Some said it had less educational value as
now taught, but that it need not have; others felt that it is too easy.
Of the academic deans, thirty-three per cent, and of the college presidents,
twenty-five per cent were of the' opinion that it has less value than the
academic fields. Less than six per cent of the superintendents and eight
per cent of the principals held this opinion also.
School people differ in their points of view as to "wdio should
take Home Economics. Some say girls can secure homemaking education at
home and that the school, therefore, should not give time to it. Seven
persons only in this entire group believed this. Vilhen Home Economics was
first placed in the elanentary schools, there was a tendency to give such
instructions to those of the lower academic group, the poor and the under¬
privileged. Only four per cent of these men believed that Home Economics
should be limited to such students.
Some people think that Home Economics is a field of manipulative
skills. The heavy demands made on the department for serving meals, run¬
ning a lunch room as class work, and making costumes for school activities
may interfere with the carrying out of an organized program. Less than
sixteen per cent of these men believe that "Home Economics has a contribu¬
tion to make in acquiring general education, in helping the individual to
arrive at a philosophy of life, to acquire the ability to meet intelligently
personal and social problems with which he is concerned, to develop individual
interests and capacities to the end that personal and social problems with
which he is concerned, discover and develop individual interests and capa¬
cities to the end that personal and group living may be enriched and im-
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proved.”^ More than two-thirds of this group see Home Economics as haying
the above-named values, for both boys and girls and at every level. Slight¬
ly more than fourteen per cent do not see it as having this value for boys
in the secondary schools; twelve per cent do not see it at the elementary
level.
Ho sectional differences of opinion were shown in regard to the
value of Home Economics as compared to other fields, or to the content
vhich should be emphasized, or as to who should take it. Sectional dif¬
ferences, however, were shown in regard to Some Economics for general
education. The VJest has the largest group, eight per cent, "vdio do not
see Home Economics as having value for general education; the East, the
smallest, with three and five-tenths per cent. Of those who do not see
it as having this value for boys, the South is the highest with thirteen
per cent; the East, lowest, with zero per cent.
The'school men were asked to state the strong and weak points
in Home Economics today and to tell the status that they felt it should
have in the curriculvim. The nimiber of principals and curricultim workers
giving strong and weak points was high.
The personal, cultural and social values of Home Economics were
commented on most frequently; more than one-third of the statements re¬
ferred to these values. One-fourth referred to its practical values.
Of the persons answering, thirteen per cent said that it was better in¬
tegrated and functionalized than other areas. Eleven per cent felt that
the emphasis on homemaking had increased its worth. Both superintendents
and principals commented on'the special opportunity Home Economics provided
for self-expression. The presidents of the colleges, curriculiam workers
^Ibid.
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ajid superintendents mentioned specific personal, cultural and social
values someinhat more frequently than others. Those in the city schools
referred to the cultural values more often than to other values; those
in the rural schools referred to practical values.
The comments made regarding the vreaknesses in present-day programs
of Home Economics referred to content of courses, the teacher herself, and
the administrator. More than two-thirds of the comments concerned content
of courses. Of these forty per cent criticized the program as being too
narrow in its scope; twenty-nine per cent as failing to adjust to the needs
of the students; twenty-seven per cent as being presented from the special¬
ist point of view. All of the curriculum workers and approximately one-
half of the superintendents and college teachers say the field is too
narrow. Those in colleges and public schools list these as the- greatest
weaknesses of Home Economics; (l) the dominance of the specialists' point
of view, (2) narrowness of scope, (3) failure to adjust to the needs of
the student.
Slightly more than one-half of the criticisms made were directed
against the teacher; the narrowness of her view in regard to Home Economics
was mentioned first, the narrowness of her training, second. In addition
she vms also criticized for being poorly trained, for the impracticability
of her training and for not practising what she teaches. Harro^imess in
training was mentioned most often by the rural school people; narrowness
in viewpoint by those in all other types of schools.
The total number of comments concerning administrators w-ere few,
but they came almost entirely from administrators and supeiTrisors. The
most frequent criticisms were failure of the administrator to recognize
the values in Home Economics and the tendency to place the entire responsi¬
bility for the success of the program on the teacher. His failure to ac¬
cept responsibility for enriching the program was also commented upon.
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It is clear from these instances of what has "been done through- -
out the country that much ground has been broken in the same way in widely
scattered communities. A real tendency is evident to broaden the scope of
courses iniiich fit for life in the home and to adjust them to the life as
it is being lived by boys and girls.
CHAPTER II
STATUS OF HOME ECONOMICS
Development of the Home Economics Prog;ram«—According to the
questionnaire returned hy the supervisor^of these schools. Home Economics
had its beginning in East Baton Rouge Parish in 1918, as a part of iiie
work of the Jeanes Supervisor.
This program v/as planned for adults already engaged in house¬
keeping aisi for out-of-school girls. The major aspect of leaiming cen¬
tered around handicraft, plain sewing, and housekeeping. The general
objectives were; (l) to develop the right habits of living, (2) to
create a respect for the job of homemaking, (3) to develop a keener in¬
terest in the home. As the supervisor’s responsibilities grew, the
classroom teacher had to assume the responsibility for the work. She,
in tuna, introduced the course to the larger girls enrolled in the elemen¬
tary schools. Many of these teachers had been certified through state
examination; these examinations did not require training in Home Economics.
Therefore, the teachers vdth these certificates knew little or nothing at
all about developing a Home Economics program.
The teachers and supervisors became conscious of the social and
economic conditions existing in the communities and decided to adjust the
homemaking courses to meet the needs of the pupils and the comm\mity,
which would be a step forward in developing a larger educational progrEoi.
Some significant changes took place in 1930. A trained teacher
of Home Economics replaced the teacher with liberal arts training and -the
^Ida Nance Givens, supervisor of East Baton Rouge Parish, Louisiana.
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classroom took on the appearance of a vrell-appointed house as far as pos¬
sible. The content of the Home Economics courses vjas broadened and there
•was an increasing concern "bo meet the needs of the individual pupils. The
needs of the pupils had been ignored in the grade placement of former
years in many instances. The major aspects of learning centered about
cooking, se'wing, and handicraft.
Beginning in 1936 the general movement for curriculum teconstruc-
tion influenced greatly the educational plan in the elementary s chools in
this Parish. Emphasis shifted to the social studies, to controlling themes
on xinits of iwork in an acti-vity program. The si'buation of homemaking edu¬
cation in relation to this change "was disordered and confused. The con¬
clusions of a nation'wide investigation completed about this time describes
the attitudes of the teachers concerning Home Economics at this point.
’’Hone Economics vra.s not offered in common practice in grades one to six
inclusive, that, Home Economics as a svibject in elemental^;- grades v/as a
policy going out of practice*" and that "Industrial Arts for boys and girls
in the first six grades seemed to be a beginning practice.’’^ Nevertheless,
Home Economics is foiind expressing itself in three distinct set-ups.
I A full-time Home Economics teacher is employed •fco teach the
course as a "special subject."
II A Home Economics teacher is employed and teaches other sub¬
jects also.
III All materials related to Home Economics are combined into
one course called "Industrial Arts." This is taught by the' regular class¬
room teacher.
- -
Florence M. Gleitz, The Past and Present of Home Economics at the
Elementary Level," Journal of Home Economics (January, 1941), pp. 18-23.
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There "was no state course of study in use in these schools. Each school
is to build its omi program in the light of its basic philosophy of edu¬
cation, the needs and interests of those to be taught, the needs of the
community and the resources at hand.
Analysis of Courses in Home Economics.-t-Ko attempt is being
made to keep the analysis of the six schools separate, but rather the
likenesses and differences among the schools are presented. The curri¬
culum, the special courses, the training of teachers, and the teaching
methods, have been especially considered. Special features and equipment
in certain schools «ire mentioned.
The first observation made -was.that there was no uniform organi¬
zation for the teaching of Home Economics, yet Home Economics in certain
of its aspects was found in all the schools. Second, it was observed that
there vras no uniform terminology; the term "Homemaking" was used in four
of the schools. Provision was made in one of the schools, for Home Econom¬
ics activities were listed under the title "Industrial Arts."
The curricultmi and teaching methods—two points in connection
with the curriculum v/ere discernible; one, emphasis or lack of emphasis
upon changej the other, the close connection of the homemaking activities
to the whole school program. The most observable change in the subject
matter area was a tendency to shift from manipulative skills, as the major
interest in Home Economics, to a wider conception that also included some
phases of family life, personality development, and clothing selection.
The teachers* oral dictation of infomation and directions for class pro¬
cedures were supplemented with the use of textbooks, blackboard and
hectographed material. In the schools vfoere Home Economics is taught as
a "special subject," it was noted that the manipulative skills are still
considered of prime importance. The teaching plan consists of cooking.
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baking, washing, and ironing, cleaning of clothes, putting kitchen in
order and similar activities.
Special courses—a slightly different form of adult education
in Home Economics is seen in connection with the parish teachers’monthly
institute meeting. Community teachers had trained their pupils for demon¬
strations in bed-making, bread-making, serving meals, setting the table
and making appropriate clothing for the occasion. Adult courses were also
offered in schools Yiiere special Home Economics teachers were employed.
Most of these courses ran for a fevr months only. These courses were often
given in the afternoon in classroom situations.
The training of teachers—the supeimrisbrs’^ questionnaire showed
that all teachers, but one, employed in the six schools observed held
either A.B. or B.S. degrees. Each teacher subscribed to at least one
professional magazine and engaged in some type of in-service training,
at least every five years.
Special feat\n*es—in addition to the points previously discussed
there were three other interesting features. All of the schools observed
Better Homes Week, and Negro Health Week. One school presented a local
problem pertaining to Child Nutrition. In this case the Home Economics
representative co-operated with the Red Cross agent in formulating a
constructive health program. Special comment may be made pertaining to
the Free Lvinches.. At the time of this study the State of Louisiana had
started a statewide free lunch movement for the public school children.
These limches were limited to the children vdiose parents were on relief.
Five cents per child, per day, was allowed. This was supplemented by
surplus commodities.from the Federal Government. Each school formulated
^da Nance Givens
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its OTOL plan to take care of the preparation and serving of these limches.
Some schools used the students from the fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth
grades; others had the help of parents. No provision was made for cafeteria
service. Some schools used the Home Economics food laboratory; others vised
desks on vdiich to serve food. The utensils Vfere furnished by the pupils.
The serving classes made table covers from sacks; others used paper.
Scotlandville presented plans for a vocational program to out-of-school
girls. Emphasis v/as placed upon home and community improvement. Leland
Practice School was attempting a vocational program of homemaking for
out-of-school girls. Their primary concern was preparation for homemsiking
as a wage-earning occupation. Ksiny of the girls taking this course had.
either part-time or full-time employment in the homes of the community.
Before attempting to present the curriculum found in the six
schools studies, it may be necessary to explain the meaning of Group I,
Group II and Group III. Group I is made up of the two schools, Scotland-
ville and Leland Practice School, where a special Home Economics teacher
is enployed. Group II consists of the two schools, Zackery and Dixie,
where a Home Economics teacher is employed and teaches other subjects
also. Group III consists of the schools. Foreman and Cornicopia, wfliere
all materials related to Home Economics are combined into one course
called "Industrial Arts." This is taught by the regular classroom teacher.
Curriculum Aetivities
A. In schools of Group I
1. Foods
a. Preparing and serving simple meals
b. Preparing and serving school lunches
c. Simple lessons in care of the sick
. d. Knowledge and use of equipment in the kitchen
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e. Learning the essentials of good health
f. Preparing and serving fruits
g. Preparing and serving vegetables
h. Preparing and serving cereals
i. Leaiming to bake
•j* Selecting, preparing and seirvlng vegetables
k. Learning to prepare and serve attractive salads
l. Making cakes, pies and candies
2* Clothing
a* Getting ready to sew
b. Learning to use the se-tving machine
c. Making an attractive apron
d. Making a simple cotton dress
e« Making pillow cases and dish towels
f. Making rugs
g. Making curtain s
h. Learning to crochet
i. Making a housecoat or smock




a> Family work method
b. Laboratory method
5. Training of teachers—tvro with B,S. degrees
6. Special features
a. Observing Better Homes Yv’eek
b. Observing Negro Health Week
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c.Preparing and seinring school lunches
7. Special courses
a. Courses for out-of-school girls
b. Courses for adults
B. In schools of Group II
1. Poods
a. Preparing and seinring school Ivmches
b. Learning the essentials of good health
c. Preparing and serving simple meals
d. Simple lessons in care of the sick





e. Embroidering scarfs, dish towels, etc.
d. Making curtain s
e. Machine sev/ing
f. Making aprons
g. Making cotton dresses
3. Handicrafts
a. Making rugs
b. Painting over furniture
c• Making curtains
4. Teaching methods
a. Recitation in form of reports
b. Talks by teacher
c. Laboratory work method
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5* Training of teachers
a* One with B.S. degree
h. One with three years’ college
6. Special featinres
a* Observing Better Homes Week
b. Obsemring Hegro Health Week




C« In schools of Group III
1» Food in the Home
a. Learning the different methods of preparing food for the family
table
b. Collecting pictures of different kinds of food
c. Learning to make picture charts- of food
d» Making a scrapbook of animals that are used for food
e. Preparing and serving simple foods such as Irish potato salads,
boiling rice, baking potatoes
f. Preparing vegetables
g. Baking plain cakes
h. Making candies
i. Making ice cream
2. Clothing in the Home
a* Making a collection of common fabrics and labeling each
b. Making reports from readings about clothes
c. Collecting pictures of children caring for their clothes
d. Making simple aprons
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e. Making scarfs and tatle covers
f. Making doll dresses
3. Caring for plants in Home and Schools
a. Telling stories about flowers
b. Planting and growing flower gardens around the-school
c. Making and painting flower pots
d. Planting bulbs to see how they grow
e. Painting and decorating cans, bottles, etc., for flower con¬
tainers
4. Caring for pets at Home and at School
a. Constructing houses for pets
b. Having a pet show or circus
5. Health habits in Home and School
a. Home talks from Doctor and Nurse
b. Making health posters
c. Constructing a clock to guide health practices
d« Visit a dairy farm to observe how milk is handled to keep it
clean.e.. Making cocoa from milk
f. leaking ice cream from milk
6. A study of commodities
a. Cotton, rice, sugar cane, strawberries and truck crops
b. Making a product map of Louisiana showing the location of
these products
c. Preparing a dish from each product showing how they can be
served for food
d. Making curtains, aprons and dresses from cotton materials
e. Making quilts using cotton padding
7. Cereals
a... Collecting samples of the various kinds of cereals
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b. Preparing a variety of cereals in the kitchen




9. Training of teachers—two v/ith A.B. degrees10.Special courses
a. Home Economics courses for girls out-of-school
b» Parent study groups in foods and clothing
As Twill be noticed from the courses outlined in this section,
all of the schools are offering courses in Home Economics, and that the
courses are too narroTW in their scope. According to the newer trends in
Home Economics the progressive courses include also courses in Consumer
Problems, Child Development and Family Relationship. The content of any
course will automatically affect the objectives to be set up for it, which
probably accounts for the major anphasis being placed upon developing skills.
One of the newer objectives in Home Economics^ is "to enable the pupils to
lead more effective lives and to see themselves as members of a group Twith
definite social and economic responsibilities." The most observable
change was seen in the improvement of the physical plant and the homelike
appearance of the classroom.
Equipment Provided by the Schools for Work in Home Economics.—
Data relative to the type and kind of equipment in the six schools studied
are shown in the following discussion and outline.
A. Leland Practice School had made provisions for the teaching of Home
Economics by dividing tvro classrooms, that were not in use, into
rooms such as;
Norton and Norton, op. cit.,.
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1. Sewing Room
a. Eight Singer sewing machines
■b. One long work table
c. Sixteen chairs
d. One display cabinet (made from Frigidaire boxes)
e. One standing mirror
f. Floors painted and varnished
g* Pictures on wall
2. Kitchen
a. One two-burner oil stove
b. One cabinet made from piano boxes
c* Four -vrork tables
d. Six stools
e. One storage cabinet
f. Linoleum rugs were on the floors
5. Bedroom
a. One double bed
b. One chest of drawers
c. One vanity dresser
d. One closet made from Frigidaire boxesi
e. Floors were painted and varnished
4. Dining Room







B. Scotlandville had made provisions for the teaching of* Home Economics
by dividing the hall of the elementary school building into three
units, tyro of which were for the preparation of food and one for the
serving of food. Little provision had been made for the teaching of
seydng. However, the rear portion of the classroom with the fewest
children enrolled was used. Three sewing machines, twelve chairs,
and one y/ork table made up the equipment. Five hundred dollars had
been raised by the community to be matched with five hundred dollars
from the parish school board. This money was for the purpose of con¬
structing a building to be used for the purpose of teaching Home
Economics.
C. Foreman—Yihen the school was built, provisions were made for a kitchen.
Additional space had been provided by fitting up two cloak-rooms, ap¬
proximately six feet by fourteen feet. One is used for the teaching
of sewing and the other one is used for a health center.
1. Kitchen
a. Three-burner Florence oil stove
b. Double-size kitchen cabinet
c. Enamel table
d. Four work stools
e. Curtains at windows
f. Screens at windows and doors
g. Linoleum rugs were on the floors
2. Dining Room
a. Table and chairs
b. Improvised wall china closet
0. Rugs on floors
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D. Zackery—Vvhen Zackeiy -was built, provisions were made for a kitchen.
This room is being used for both sewing and foods courses, fitted up
with the following equipment:
1. A combination kitchen and sev/ing room
a* Two sewing machines
b« Two sewing tables
c. Six chairs
d. A wooden stove
e. A work table
f. Floors bare
g. Illustrative materials
E. Dixie—Mention may be made concerning Dixie in that it is the only
brick structure building in the parish. There are eight rooms in this
building, one of which is used for sewing and one is used for cooking.
The other six are used for grade classrooms.
1. Kitchen and dining room combined
a. One’ -vrood stove
b. One oil stove
c. Three kitchen tables
d» Kitchen stools (six)
e. One large cabinet
f. Dining room table
g» Six chairs
h. Linoleum rug on the floors
2. Sewing room
a. Four Singer sewing machines




F. Coniioopia—There was no extra room space provided for the teaching
of Home Economics at Comicopiaj however, the following provisions had
be^ made: the rear end of the classroom was screened off, in Y^ich
was found a wood stove, a kitchen cabinet and a work table. One sew¬
ing machine was placed in the regular classrooin.
From the above presentation of the facilities and equipments
found in the .six schools studied, one may draw two conclusions: one is.
that all schools had made some provisions for the teaching of Home Economics;
the other one is that these are inadequate.
Criteria for Evaluating Courses in Home Economics.—Courses have
certain characteristics by which they may be judged. Spafford^ says, "First,
success in education can be measured only in terns of the objectives set
up for it; second, successful learning is built on the interests, needs,
capacities, and abilities of the individual students, considered always
in relation to the needs of the home, the local community, and the larger
society; third, that individual progress and direction of growth are the
factors which count in measurement; fourth, that learning in the final
analysis is to be measured in terms of changes in behavior."
There are approximately one hundred thousand consumers in East
Baton Rouge Parish alone. The high cost of living danands care in buying.
It is, therefore, very necessary that the content of courses which deal
with clothing, foods, child development, family relationship should contain
subject matter which will develop the ability to meet personal, cultural
and social problems.
It is necessary, also, that the courses contain subject matter
^Ivol Spafford, A Fimctioning Program in Home Economics (Kew York, 1940),
p. 97.
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Twhich Yd 11 develop one's ability to understand their parents, to live
more happily in the family, to Ydden one's circle of friends, to spend
money vdth greatest satisfaction, and to use their time more wisely.-
Such abilities may be secured through a study of personality development,
family life problems, consumer problems, art related to the home and
science related to the home.
The ability to evaluate worlcmanship should be developed. This
may be done through the experiences in preparation and serving attractive
foods, setting a table, making a garment, making a bed, arranging articles
artistically.
The ability to conserve health and nervous energy through un¬
derstanding of and use of modern appliances and labor saving devices
should be developed.
The ability to understand and to make budgets by using the family
income as a basis should be developed.
Some knowledge of the economic aspects of the industry, a limited
amount of skill, and enough informational material to develop an apprecia¬
tion of industrial conditions should be acquired. In the final analysis
a course should not only meet the needs and interest of the group but it
should present the subject matter in such a form as to develop problem
solving ability. This attitude of investigation and ability to draw
definite conclusions may be developed through budget making, quantitative
analysis of food, carrying out definite projects, and by solving problems
which may be paralleled in the average homemaker's exjjerience.
Another standard for judging courses in Home Economics relates
primarily to the sequence and the difficulty of the subject matter. Every
course should be suited to the needs and educational growth of the group
in Yhich it is to serve. The content should have a problem-solving
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characteristic. The order of presentation "which would appeal most to
the child's interest should he taken into account. The simplest phases
of the subject, unless the logical arrangement of the course would be
interfered with, should be presented first.
The evaluations of the courses have been attempted from the
criteria of social use, problem-solving power, and the adaptability of
the subject matter to the needs and educational growth of the group for
which it is intended.
It was found frcra an investigation into the subject matter which
is being taught in these schools and an analysis of the Home Economics
course content that the greatest weakness of the courses lies in content,
in' the teacher herself, and in the supervisor. The program, according to
the newer trends in Home Economics, is too mrrow in its scope to meet
the needs of the community, and the students vdiich it is intended to
serve. The teacher is too narrow in her view in regard to Home Economics.
She has been either poorly trained or her training is impractical. One
may conclude that the supervisor fails to accept the responsibility of
enriching the program. It would appear that with all of the Home Economics
teachers holding B.S. degrees a more progressive tj^pe of program should
be found in these schools. As may be observed from the-early development
of the Home Economics courses, the curriculum content has r«nained con¬
stant. Home Economics is not a static field; it is dynamic. The only
variation is seen in the Industrial Arts courses found in the Group III
schools. One would conclude, then, with no state course of study being
in use, and the schools having to build their own curriculum content,
that a course in Home Economics would be found in keeping with the newer
trends^ in Home Economics. One would conclude, too, that the weaknesses
Norton and Norton, op. cit., p. 11.
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fovind in the organization of the courses may point to the supervisor.
Either she has failed to recognize the values in Home Economics or she
has a tendency to leave the entire responsibility of the program to the
teacher.
A consideration should be given, then, to the first requisite
1 «
for meeting the needs of society, which is, according to Mitchell to
investigate the conditions of the homes, present activities of girls and
womenj as a basis for fitting the work in home economics to meet the com¬
munity conditions and to deteimiine desirable ’next steps'.”
P»




With the data secured the next step was tabulation. Each
school T/as listed to show the courses offered, the grades affected by
each course, the number of years devoted to some phase of Home Economics,
reference material arid textbooks found in the schools, and training of
teachers.
TABLE II
GRADES IN THIGH PHASES OF HOME ECONOMICS





of s c h c
Handicrafts
> 0 1 s
Other Phases*
1 0 0 0 2
2 0 0 0 2
3 0 0 0 2
4 0 0 0 2
5 2 2 2 2
6 2 2 2 2
7 4 4 4 2
8 3 3 3 2
♦Includes units of work for each grade on foods, clothing,
shelter and utensils. The productive side of most work in
food preparation, garment-making and housekeeping is not
stressed.
Table II shows that two of the schools. Foreman and Cornicopia,
offered some phases of Home Economics to the first through the eighth
grade pupils; two other schools, Scotlandville and Dixie, offered foods,
clothing and handicraft to the fifth and sixth grade pupils. These two
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schools, Scotlandville and Dixie, did not include the first four grades
in their Home Ecanomics courses. Table II also shows that four schools,
Scotlandville, Dixie, Zackery and Leland, offered courses in foods, clothing,
and handicrafts to the seventh grade pupils. Leland and Zackery did not
include the first five grades in their Home Economics courses. Table II
shows further that three schools, Leland, Zackery and Dixie, offered
courses in foods, clothing and handicrafts to the eighth grade pupils.
Scotlandville does not carry the eighth grade work in its educational
program. The peak of the load in all phases of the work in all of the
schools is in the seventh grade.
Table III shows the offerings in the different groups of schools.
The meaning of these groups is given in Chapter II, page 14. As can be
seen from Table III, Groups I and II do not offer courses in Home Economics
in the first four grades. Foods, clothing and handicrafts, however, are
offered by Groups I and II from the fifth through the eighth grade. Group
III offers some phases of Home Economics from the first through the eighth
grade.
TABLE III
GRADES IH MICH PHASES OF HOKE ECOHOMICS ARE OFFERED







1, 2 and 3 Nothing offered Nothing offered Other Phases






















Table IV shows that two schools, Foreman-and Coniicopia, began
some phase of Home Economics in the first gradej two schools, Scotlandville
and Dixie, began work in Home Economics in the fifth grade; two schools,
Leland and Zackery, began work in Home Economics in the seventh grade.
The grades in which Home Economics is first offered in the six schools
studied appear in the first, fifth, and seventh grades. Ho school started
work in Home Economics in the second, third, fourth, sixth, or eighth grades.
TABLE IV
GRADES BJ ’.miCH HOME ECOEOlilCS IS BEGUH









1 0 0 0 2
2 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
5 2 2 2 0
6 0 0 0 0
7 2 2 2 0
8 0 0 0 0
In order to understand Tables V, VI and VII, it is necessary
to refer to Table I, page 2, -vdiich shows that two schools, Scotlandville
and Dixie, offered Home Economics to the fifth grade pupils; three schools,
Foremein, Scotlandville and Dixie, offered Home Economics to the sixth grade
pupils; four schools. Foreman, Scotlandville, Cornicopia and Dixie, offered
Home Economics to the seventh grade pupils; three schools, Leland, Dixie
and Zackery, offered Home Economics to the eighth grade pupils. Although
Foreman and Cornicopia are shown in Table I, page 2, offering cotnrses in
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Home Economics, these two schools do not appear on Tables V, TI and VII,
The reason is the questionnaires returned by these tvro schools did not
indicate the number of lessons offered in food, clothing, and handicrafts,
Howe-ver, this may be said for these two schools, Cornicopia and Foremein,
The questionnaires returned by these schools said "a portion of each day"
was devoted to Home Economics, This type of time indication does not lend
itself to tabulation. It does say, however, that five lessons per week
for the twenty-eight weeks is devoted to "some phases" of Home Economics,
which means that one hundred forty lessons are devoted to some phases of
Horae Economics in Cornicopia and Foreman each for the school year.
Tables V and VI show that the number of lessons given by the
greatest number of schools in either Foods or Clothing is fifty-six. The
questionnaire reveals that these are given triice per v/eek through the
twenty-eight weeks of the school year. The peak of the load in Foods and
Clothing falls in grade seven. Two schools, Scotlandville and Dixie,
are offering courses in Foods and Clothing in grades five and six. The
other two schools,.Leland and Zackeiy, did not include grades five and six
in their Home Economics work. Foreman and Cornicopia, Group III schools,
do not appear on Tables V and VI. Four schools, Leland, Scotlandville,
Dixie and Zackery, are shown on Tables V and VI offering Foods and
Clothing to the seventh grade. Three schools, Leland, Dixie and Zackery,
are shown on Tables V and Vi offering courses in Foods and Clothing to
the eighth grade pupils, Scotlandville is not included because it does
not carry the eighth grade in its curriculum.
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TABLE V
MJlfflER AUD FREQUENCY OP OCCURRENCE OF LESSONS IK CLOTHING
IK TEE ELEMENTARY GRADES OF GROUPS I AND II SCHOOLS
Number of
Lessons
F r e q u
Grade 5




r e n c e
Grade 8
56 2 0 0 0
56 0 2 0 0
56 0 0 4 0
56 0 0 0 5
TABLE VI
NUMBER AND FREQUEITCY OF OCCURRENCE OF. LESSONS IK FOODS
IN THE ELHH3ITARY’GRADES OF GROUPS I AND II SCHOOLS
Number of
Lessons
F r e q u
Grade 5




r e n c e
Grade 8
56 2 0 0 0
56 0 2 0 0
56 0 0 4 0
56 0 0 0 3
TABLE VII
NUl-fflER AND FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF LESSONS IN HANDICRAFTS
IN THE ELEMEtITARY GRADES OF GROUPS I AND II SCHOOLS
Number of
Lessons
F r e q u
Grade 5




r e n o e
Grade 8
28 2 0 0 0
28 0 2 0 0
28 0 0 4 0
28 0 0 0 3
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The number of lessons given in handicrafts by the greatest number
of schools is twenty-eight. The questionnaire revealed that these are
given once per week through the trrenty-eight weeks of the school year.
Tt/o schools, Scotlandville and Dixie, are offering courses in Handicrafts
in the fifth and sixth grades. The other two schools, Leland and Zackery,
do not offer work in Home Economics to grades five and six. This is shown
on Table II, page 27. Pour schools, Leland, Scotlandville, Dixie and
Zackery, offer handicrafts to grade seven. Three schools, Leland, Dixie,
and Zackery, offer work in handicrafts to the eighth grade. Scotlandville
does not include the eighth grade in its curriculum. The other two schools.
Foreman and Cornicopia, Group III, do not appear on this table. Explana¬
tion is given on page 29.
The number of years through -which some work in Home Economics
is offered in the schools is shown in Table VIII. The grades in -which
food and clothing work is being offered range from the fifth to the eighth,
other phases from grades one to seven.
TABLE VIII
KUlffiES OF YEAES VARIOUS PHASES OF HOFE ECOIIOMICS
VfflRE OFFERED IN THE SIX SCHOOLS












Other Phases 2 7
Table VIII shav«rs that two schools, Leland and Zackery, offer
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courses in Foods, Clothing and Handicrafts for tvjo years. Table I, page
2, shows that Home Economics is given to grades seven and eight by these
two schools. One school, Scotlandville, is shown offering courses in Hcane
Economics for three years. Table I, page 2, shows this school to be offer¬
ing Home Economics to grades five, six and seven. Table III also shows
one school, Dixie, to be offering courses in Home Economics for four years.
Table I, page 2, shows Dixie to be offering courses in Home Economics to
grades five, six, seven and eight. Two schools. Foreman and Comicopia,
are offering some phase of Home Economics for seven years. Table I, page
2, shows these two schools to be offering phases of Homs Economics to
grades one to eight.
Training of Home Economics Teachers.—The training of the teach¬
ers in the Home Economics division of the schools represented in this
study reflects a favorable picture of the present status of the Home
j
Economics program. The returns from the questionnaires showed that all
teachers, except one, had completed a four-year college course. The one
exception had three years of college training. These teachers had received
their training from either one or two of the following institutions* Tus-
kegee Institute, University of Colorado, Louisiana ITormal, Southern Univer¬
sity, Woman's Institute, and Dillard University.
Textbooks and Reference Materials .—In addition to the investi¬
gation of the status of Home Economics in the elementary schools through
a study of the content of courses, a canvass of literature and methods of
teaching the question of textbooks end reference materials v/ere also
studied. First Course in Homemaking by Calvert, Every Day Foods by Harris
and Lacy, Textiles and Clothing by I.'cGowan and V.'aite were the textbooks
given by the state and found in all the schools. The reference material
made use of in the schools was in the form of books, magazines and clippings.
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Source of Support*—Two schools,support their Home Economics
department by selling lunches to the student body. The amount raised
varies from day to day; no definite amount can be depended upon from
year to year. With such a makeshift system of support as this, no school
can possibly maintain a satisfactory/ standard of instruction in Home
Economics.
In tvro of the schools an enrollment fee was collected from the
entire student body. A portion of this was given to the Horae Economics
department for support.
The other schools did not report on this item.




A group of six schools v/as studied for the following purposes:
(l) to investigate the subject matter and projects vdiich are being taught
in these schools, (2) to make an analysis of the Home Economics coiirse
content. The findings are sumnarized as follows:
It vfas found that the course content of Home Economics dealt
mainly with foods, clothing and handicrafts. Under clothing the follow¬




4. Care and repair of clothing
5. Clothing construction
6. Clothing in the home
Under foods the following topics with sub-topics were listed:
1. Preparing and serving simple meals
2. Preparing and serving school lunchdis
3. Sim-ple problems in homemaking
4. Simple lessons in care of the sick
5. Food in the home
6. Learning the essentials of good health
7. Simple lessons in cake-making
8. Learning to prepare and serve attractive salads
9. Preparing and serving vegetables and fruits
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Under handicrafts the following topics with suh-topics were
listed:
1. Learning to crochet
2. Kaking rugs
3. Painting sind designing bottles ecnd cans
4. Making chair bottoms, stools and scarfs
5. Painting over furniture
There is no standardized practice regarding the number of years
spent in Home Economics in the six schools studied. Two schools vrere
found offering courses in Home Economics for two years. One school of¬
fered courses in Home Economics for three years. One school offered
courses in Home Economics for four years. Two schools offered some
phase of Home Economics for seven years. There is no uniform plan re¬
garding the grade in which Home Economics should begin. Two schools
began the work in Home Economics in the fifth grade. Two schools began
work in Home Economics in the seventh grade. Some phase of Home Economics
w^as begun in two of the schools as low as the first grade. Such inconsis¬
tency in the arrangement of the Home Economics program shove’s a vrealoiess
in the organization of the Home Economics curriculum.
The training of the Home Economics teachers in the six schools
studied reflects a favorable picture of the present status of the Home
Economics program in the parish. Four of the teachers held B.S. degrees,
one held an A.B. degree, and one had completed three years of college
training.
All of the schools studied are equipped vdth coal or oil stoves,
in some instances both, and sewing machines. The major emphasis seems to
be placed on cooking and sewing. The most noticeable change is seen in
the homelike appearances of the classrooms.
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Recommendations«—IXiring the time of this study the greatest
expressed need seemed to lie in the teaching of the management and use
of individual and family resources, the growth and development of each
member of the family, with extended interest into the social, and economic
conditions affecting immediate personal and family livingi that is, the
greatest weakness found in the Home Economics program seems to lie in
the (l) broadening of the course content; (2) narrovmess of the teachers'
view in regard to Home Economics; (3) failure of the supervisor to accept
the responsibility for enriching the program. ’tVith these observations
the writer makes the follomng suggestions;
Plan a four-year Hom.emaking program which can be adjusted to
meet the needs of the pupils and the community.
a. An introductory course which may be given to the fifth,
sixth, seventh and eighth grades
b. Units on Art Related to the Home and Science Related to the
Hom-e .
c. Units on Consumer Education giving greatest emphasis to
buying problems
d. Units on Child Development which should be connected more
closely with personali't^'- development and simple mental hygiene.
e. Broaden the content of food units so as to give greater
emphasis to local problems, effect of income upon nutritional standards,
meal preparation and service.
The writer has come to feel that in constructing courses of this
nature in Home Economics, something more vital and more closely related
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TO TEACHERS AND SUPERVISOR
My dear Mrs.
In connection iwith the school to be of greatest benefit to
the community, I have attempted to find out the status of Home Economics
in East Baton Rouge Parish, I should like to obtain the assistance of
as many representative teachers as possible. Will you be kind enough
to check the items listed on the questionnaire? Do not mail it. I
shall pass by your school; I shall get it then, I hope that much con¬




FORM I—QUESTIONNAIRE FOR TEACHERS
A. What is the xiame of your course in Home Economics?
1» How many lessons per -week are given in your school?2.What is the length of the lesson period?
a. Fourth Grade
1. Foods: No. of lessons per week
2. Clothing: No. of lessons per week
3. Other Phases: No. of lessons
4. Enrollment: No,
b. Fifth Grade
1, Foods: No, of lessons per week
2. Clothing: No, of lessons per week _____
3, Other Phases: No. of lessons per week
4. Enrollment: No,
c. Sixth Grade
1, Foods: No, of lessons per week
2, Clothing: No, of lessons per week




1, Foods: No. of lessons per week
2, Clothing: No, of lessons per week
3, Other Phases* No. of lessons per week4.Enrollment: No
42
e* Eighth Grade
1. Poods: No. of lessons per -week
____________





1, In what grade is the work required ?
2, Check the work below tliat is added,
a. Laundering
_________ grades
b. Art Related to the Home
___________ grades
o. Science Related to the Home
___________ grades
d. Consumer Problems grades
e. Nutrition grades
C, Do you use textbooks in any of your classes??
___________ IP so, name
them
Date of Publication Author
Grades used: '
D, Check other sources of information which your classes use and tell in
which grades they are used.





E, In vhich grade is machine sewing first taught?
1. Do you have organized home project work?
2. Do you have home practice work?
F, Training of Home Economics teacher





4. Supplementary training in summer school, extension, or corres¬
pondence courses
When? Where?
6. Check the type of objective -which best describes your course.
1, General educational objective of the Parish
2. Socializing experience (appreciation from consumer s-tand-
point)
3* Vocational. Which do you stress? Check.
a. Needs of girl for future homemaker
b. Needs of the girl for present homemaker
c. Needs of the girl for prevooational
E, What -type of subject natter predominates? Check.
1. Manipulative processes (cooking, sewing)
2, From consumer standpoint
I. Check the method used to develop subject matter.
1. C Correlation-with other subjects
2. Special subjects -with occasional correlation
3. Entirely as a separate subject




3. Early junior high
K. Indicate the type of equipment -which best describes yours. List the




List those that you have that are not listed above*




FORM II—QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SUPERVISOR
Please indicate the following information asked for on this ques¬
tionnaire*
A, Eow old is Home Economics in East Baton Rouge Parish?
1. Date and year this work began
2, How did it happen to start?
3, To whom was the first course offered? Adults
Out-of-school girls ^Over-age girls
a* Adults Number enrolled
b. Over-age girls Number enrolled
Age level
c* Out-of-school girls Number enrolled







3* Any boys receiving instruction
4, About how many
4, Content of course first offered
5, Time allotment
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6. Number of schools trying out Home Economics
7. Number of teachers employed
8. Preparation of teachers
9. Experience of teachers10.Types of equipneht used
B. Home Economics as offered at the present time:
1. How many schools dre there in the parish?
2. How are the schools grouped?
3. If they are grouped, name the groups below
a.
b.
4. Ifthat schools in your opinion would be good representatives of
their groups to study?
5. Indicate the preparation of teachers according to the groups
listed above
6. Do you have a teacher teaching Home Economics who is not a Home
Economics trained person? If so, name the school.
7. Do you instigate a program of in-service training for teachers?
If BO, specify the kind.
8. Is Home Economics required as a part of the whole school program?
9. Who in your opinion should take Home Economics in the Rural Ele-
mehtary Schools?
10. How many teachers are there in the entire school program?
11. The State gives free textbooks to elementary school children.
Does the State include Home Economics books?
12. Are any special features connected with the Parish school program?
If so, name them.
13. Is there a state course of study for Home Economics? If
not, who prepares the courses for the schools?
